Florence - Guided museum tour: Visit the center of the world’s art museums, including the Uffizi, David at the Academia or Stibbert (Ancient & Crusader War Armour Museum).

Assisi - Guided visit of the Basilica of St. Francis as well as viewings of Giotto’s famous life-cycle fresco, The Life of St. Francis.

Florence - A full day in Florence to shop, visit the treasure-filled museums or just people watch.

San Gimignano - Guided overview of the city: See the majestic skyline of noble stone towers, often referred to as 'The Manhattan' of the Medieval era. Used today as the backdrop for many movies.

Pisa - Birthplace of the astronomer and mathematician, Galileo Galilei. Visit the famous Leaning Tower and baptistery. (Pisa could be substituted for another city to be determined by input from the group.)

Lucca - One of many charming and historical hilltowns awaiting your discovery.

Siena - Guided overview of city: Visit the renowned Campo & spectacular cathedral that once rivaled Florence.


Tuscan Countryside & Farm
A favorite with our children, this is a personal invitation to an authentic Italian Noble farm with lunch cooked in a 200-year-old working outdoor stone oven. (This special visit is dependent on health of the estate owner.)